HISTEC Algorithm Description
The distortion-tolerant control approach developed for HISTEC is illustrated in Figure 1 . Thesafety assessment of theHISTEC-instrumented inletrakedesignwasbased uponstructural analysis, ground testing, andflight test experience withinletrakes of similar design. Flight clearance of theinletcase was gained fromuninstalled engine ground tests. During flighttests, theinletcase wasinspected after every flight as a furthersafetyprecaution. Thereliabilityof the instrumentation Was initiallyofsome concern given the harsh environment. However, these concerns were putto restas nearlyall theinstrumentation remained intact throughout theHISTEC flight testing.
Therightengine IDEECandDESrequired a safety review. Thehardware forboththeIDEEC andtheDES had beenpreviouslyflight qualified(as part of production programs) andthishardware is of sufficient reliability foroperational aircraft, andthus byextension wereacceptable for theACTIVE aircraft. The software for both of these computers was checked during the SIT and HILS tests. coupled, where DES-generated engine trims were applied when requested, during periods of relatively higher inlet distortion. Target conditions ofAOA, AOSS, engine airflow, Mach number, and altitude were all required to be within specified tolerances.
The flight test points shown in Figure 5 were designed to evaluate HISTEC in both a research and an operational environment. Data were obtained during steady aerodynamic conditions. These conditions consisted of:
• Stabilized points at various altitudes and Mach numbers, including supersonic
• Combinations of constant AOA and AOSS limits.
The above aerodynamic conditions were held steady during fixed engine power levels and during engine transients.
Transient flight conditions included:
• AOA sweeps (two rates) to aircraft limits at various flight conditions and engine power settings
• AOSS sweeps to aircraft limits at various flight conditions and engine power settings 
Stability Management Distortion Accommodation
During aircraft maneuvering, when sufficient inlet distortion was sensed by the DES, fan-operating line trim commands in terms of fan pressure ratio were sent to the engine control and then applied by the IDEEC in terms of engine pressure ratio. Nominal engine HISTEC engine 
